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Teleparallel Gravity (TG) describes gravitation as a torsional- rather than curvature-based effect.
As in curvature-based constructions of gravity, several different formulations can be proposed, one of
which is the Teleparallel equivalent of General Relativity (TEGR) which is dynamically equivalent
to GR. In this work, we explore the evolution of a spatially homogeneous collapsing stellar body
in the context of two important modifications to TEGR, namely f (T ) gravity which is the TG
analogue of f (R) gravity, and a nonminimal coupling with a scalar field which has become popular
in TG for its effects in cosmology. We explore the role of geodesic deviation to study the congruence
of nearby particles in lieu of the Raychaudhuri equation. We find f (T ) models that satisfy the null
energy condition and describe interesting collapse profiles. In the case of a nonminimally coupled
scalar field, we also find potential collapse models with intriguing scalar field evolution profiles.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The ΛCDM cosmological model is demonstrated by
overwhelming observational evidence in describing the
evolution of the Universe at all scales [1, 2] which is
achieved by the inclusion of matter beyond the standard
model of particle physics. This appears as dark matter which stabilizes galactic structures [3, 4] in the form
of cold dark matter particles, and dark energy which is
represented by the cosmological constant [5, 6] and produces late-time accelerated cosmic expansion [7, 8]. On
the other hand, despite great efforts, there continue to
remain outstanding internal problems in the cosmological constant [9], as well as no direct observations of dark
matter particles [10].
In addition to these issues, the effectiveness of the
ΛCDM model has also been called into question in recent years. Primarily, the core critique is rooted in the
so-called H0 tension problem which quantifies the inconsistency between the measured [11, 12] and predicted
[13, 14] values of H0 between early- and late-time observations. Measurements made on the tip of the red giant branch (TRGB, Carnegie-Chicago Hubble Program)
have reported a lower tension [15], but ultimately the
problem may be clarified by future observations from
more exotic sources such as gravitational wave astronomy with observatories such as the LISA mission [16, 17]
which have already shown an ability to tackle these measurements [18, 19].
At its core, the ΛCDM model is made up of modifications to the matter section. However, modifications to
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the gravitational section may also provide a suitable explanation to some of the outstanding problems in modern
cosmology. This has come in several forms with modifications to general relativity (GR) (see Ref.[2, 20] and
references therein) being the main flavor in which exotic
gravity enters cosmology such as in extended theories of
gravity [20–22]. Collectively, these models of gravity are
bourne out of GR through the common mechanism by
which gravitation is expressed, i.e. the curvature associated with the Levi-Civita connection [1]. While the
metric quantifies the amount of geometric deformation
that gravity produces, its the connection which selects
curvature as the property over which this is expressed
[23, 24]. This is not the only choice in this regard, while
retaining the metricity condition, torsion has become an
increasingly popular choice for constructing cosmologically motivated theories of gravity [25–27].
Teleparallel Gravity (TG) embodies the collection of
theories of gravity in which gravity is expressed as
geometric torsion through the Weitzenböck connection
[28]. This connection is torsion-ful and curvatureless,
whereas the Levi-Civita connection is curvature-ful and
torsion-less. All curvature quantities calculated using
the Weitzenböck connection (instead of the Levi-Civita
connection) naturally vanishes irrespective of the metric
components. Immediately, we can confront the EinsteinHilbert action whose Lagrangian is simply the Ricci
scalar, R̊ (over-circles represent quantities calculated
with the Levi-Civita connection), which produces the
GR field equations. The identical dynamical equations
can be arrived at in TG by replacing this Lagrangian
with its so-called torsion scalar, T , counterpart. This
is the so-called Teleparallel equivalent of General Relativity (TEGR), and differs from GR only at the level of
Lagrangian by a total divergence quantity, B (boundary
term).
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In TEGR, the boundary term encapsulates the fourthorder corrections which appear in the action to result in
a covariant theory (due to the second-order derivatives
in the Einstein-Hilbert action). The impact of this feature is that extensions to TEGR will have a meaningful
difference to their Levi-Civita connection counterparts.
Principally this will mean that TG will have a broader
range of modified theories in which the dynamical equations are second-order rather than the limits imposed by
the Lovelock theorem in theories of gravity based on the
Levi-Civita connection [29–31]. As an aside, TG also has
several interesting properties such as its likeness to Yangmills theory [25] giving it an added particle physics dimension, its possible definition of a gravitational energymomentum tensor [32, 33], and that it does not require
the introduction of a Gibbons–Hawking–York boundary
term in order to produce a well-defined Hamiltonian formulation [26] making it more regular than GR. Moreover,
TG can be constructed without the necessity of the weak
equivalence principle [34] unlike GR.
Keeping to the same reasoning as f (R) gravity [20–22],
TEGR can be arbitrarily generalized to produce f (T )
gravity [35–40]. Due to the weakened Lovelock theorem in TG, this will be a generally second-order theory of gravity which is a notable difference to its f (R̊)
gravity analogue. f (T ) gravity has shown a number of
promising results in recent years, in terms of cosmology
[26, 41, 42], galactic physics [43] as well as in solar system
scale phenomenology [44–47]. However, to fully embrace
the possibility of limiting to f (R̊) cosmological models,
we must consider the fuller f (T, B) theory of gravity [48–
53, 53, 54], in which f (R̊) = f (−T + B). f (T, B) gravity
is an interesting theory due to the decoupling between
the second-order torsion scalar and fourth-order boundary term contributions. On the other hand, extensions of
TG in which matter is nonminimally coupled have also
gained in popularity in recent years [55–62]. These have
produced interesting results in cosmology and for compact objects.
In this work, we consider the geodesic deviation of test
particles in these modifications of TG. This kind of study
can be very informative for investigating particular models in these extensions of TEGR. We also study the Raychaudhuri equation with a focus on the energy conditions
that result from these models. Finally, we apply the results of this work to the homogeneous collapse of stellar
matter. The paper is broken into the following section,
first the Raychaudhuri equation is reviewed in §. II while
TG is briefly discussed in §. III. In §. IV, we explore a
collapsing stellar mass distribution and the associated energy conditions for the models being investigated, while
we do this again for a particularly interesting nonmimally
coupled scalar-tensor model in §. V. Finally in §. VI we
discuss the main results and conclusions from this work.
In all that follows, Latin indices are used to refer to tangent space coordinates, while Greek indices refer to general manifold coordinates.

II.

THE RAYCHAUDHURI EQUATIONS

The Raychaudhuri equation [63] offers an efficient
avenue by which the tendency for nearby geodesics to
converge in a gravitational system can be concisely described. One of the most notable impacts of this scheme
was in the focusing theorem. Geodesic focusing [64] is a
natural consequence of the Raychaudhuri equation and
is a core element of the Hawking-Penrose singularity
theorems in GR. In this way, the Raychaudhuri equation
essentially implicates the idea that a singularity can
simply be a byproduct of symmetries present in the
matter distribution under consideration. The equation
is a geometrical relation which governs the dynamics of
mean separation between a congruence of curves. The
equation and it’s generalizations have found significant
application in gravitational physics, for instance, validation of singularity theorems, gravitational lensing,
cracking of self-gravitating compact objects, derivation
of the equations of thermodynamics of spacetime.
In a gravitational system, the proper acceleration represented by d2 xµ /dτ 2 is an observer dependent quantity
and not covariant, and so may vanish for some observers
and not for others. For this reason, one must take the
acceleration as
aµ = uα;β uβ =

D2 xµ
d2 xµ
=
+ Γµνσ uν uσ ,
Dτ 2
dτ 2

(1)

for it to be covariant in nature, where D represents
a covariant derivative and uν = dxµ /dτ represents
the four-velocity of a particle in the system. For a
congruence of curves xµ (τ ; λ), where λ parametrizes the
paths that satisfy Eq.(1), the four-velocity uµ (τ, λ) can
be interpreted as one of the tangent fields together with
nµ = dxµ /dλ(τ, λ) [65].
The Raychaudhuri equation is derived by considering
points on infinitely close geodesics corresponding to the
parametrization values λ and λ + δλ. Within this determination, the trace expansion, rotation tensor and shear
are respectively defined as
θ = uµ;µ ,
ωαβ = ∇[µ uν] − u̇[µ uν] ,
1
σαβ = ∇(α uβ) − θhαβ − u̇(α uν) ,
3

(2)
(3)
(4)

where the projection tensor is defined as hµν = gµν −
uµ uν . In this scenario, the expansion scalar is defined as
the fractional rate of change of volume of a matter distribution measured by a comoving observer defined as the
fractional rate of change of volume of a matter distribution measured by a comoving observer. If this derivative
is negative along some worldline then the matter distribution must be collapsing. The shear and the rotation
tensor measures the distortion and rotation of an initially
spherical matter distribution. Now, by considering the
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congruence of timelike geodesics leads to the Raychaudhuri equation which reads as [1, 63]
◦
1
dθ
= − θ2 +∇α aα −σαβ σ αβ +ωαβ ω αβ − Rαβ uα uβ , (5)
dτ
3
◦

where Rαβ is the Ricci tensor (determined with the
Levi-Civita connection). It is important to note that the
appearance of the Levi-Civita connection in the Raychaudhuri equation does not emerge from it being the
connection for GR but due to the way that the equation
is derived. For this reason, the Ricci tensor continues
to be derived using the Levi-Civita connection within
TG. Moreover, the general theorems regarding Riemann
manifolds continue to hold and so the appearance of
the standard gravity Ricci tensor does not cause any
consistency conflicts within this regime.
The evolution equation for the expansion of a congruence of null geodesics defined by a null vector field k µ
(k µ kµ = 0) has a similar form as the Raychaudhuri equation in Eq.(5), but with a factor 1/2 rather than 1/3, and
−Rµν k µ k ν instead of −Rµν uµ uν as the last term. Thus,
it reads as
dθ
1
= − θ2 − σµν σ µν + ωµν ω µν − Rµν k µ k ν ,
dτ
2

(6)

where the kinematical quantities θ , σ µν and ωµν are now
clearly associated with the congruence of null geodesics.
An important point to be emphasized is that Eqs. (5)
and (6) are purely geometric statements, and as such they
make no reference to any theory of gravitation in that
they are general results for Riemann manifolds, and thus
would be applicable to all other connection constructs
within this framework.

III.

TELEPARALLEL GRAVITY AND ITS
EXTENSIONS

TG is a novel reformulation of gravitation in that the
curvature associated with the manifestation of gravity is
exchanged with torsion [26, 27, 66] through the replacement of the Levi-Civita connection, Γ̊σ µν , with the socalled Weitzenböck connection expressed through [25, 28]
Γσ µν := eaσ ∂µ eaν + eaσ ω abµ ebν ,
where eaρ is
and ω abµ the

µ

(7)

the tetrad field (ea being the transpose),
spin connection (over-circles are used on all
quantities calculated with the Levi-Civita connection).
In fact, there exists a trinity of possible ways to express
gravity through geometry with the third being based on
nonmetricity rather than curvature or torsion [23]. In all
these cases there exists a limit in which these formulations limit to GR in that they produce the identical dynamical equations (despite having different actions due
to the appearance of a boundary term).

The Weitzenböck connection is the most general linear
affine connection that is both curvatureless and satisfies
the metricity condition [66]. The exact expression of the
Weitzenböck connection depends on the tetrad, eaρ , and
the inertial spin connection, ω abµ . The tetrad acts as
a soldering agent between the general manifold and the
tangent (inertial) space which are represented by Greek
and Latin indices respectively. The spin connection sustains the invariance of the field equations under local
Lorentz transformations (LLTs) [67]. The spin connection is a crucial ingredient which must appear in the field
equations due to use of tetrads since they have one inertial index, rather than being an extra degree of freedom
of the theory. Together the tetrad and spin connection
describe spacetime in TG in the same way that the metric tensor does so in GR, and are thus the fundamental
dynamical object of the theory.
Considering the full breadth of possible LLTs (boosts
and rotations), Λab , the tetrads are transformed on the
tangent space by
e′aµ = Λab ebµ ,

(8)

whereas the spin connection transformed as [68]
ω abµ = Λac ∂µ Λbc ,

(9)

which together preserve the LLTs of the theory as a
whole. On the other hand, there also exist so-called good
tetrads which organically produce vanishing spin connection components [69, 70]. However, given the LLT of the
theory, all consistent tetrad and spin connection pairs will
be dynamically equivalent in terms of the field equations
they produce.
In TG, the tetrad embodies the effect of gravity in
a similar way as the metric tensor expresses geometric
deformation in curvature-based theories of gravity [26,
27]. For consistency, the tetrads observe the relations
[25]
eaµ ebµ = δba ,

eaµ eaν = δµν ,

(10)

which form the orthogonality conditions of the tetrad
fields. Since the effect of tetrads is to connect the general
manifold and its Minkowski space, this can be used to
transform between these spaces. One example of this is
with the Minkowski metric which transforms as
gµν = eaµ ebν ηab ,

ηab = eaµ ebν gµν .

(11)

The position dependence of these relations is being suppressed for brevity’s sake.
TG is fundamentally distinct from curvature-based descriptions of gravity in that the exchange of the LeviCivita with its analog Weitzenböck connection means
that all measures of curvature (such as the Riemann tensor and Ricci scalar) will organically vanish for the torsional case [66]. Thus, TG requires a wholly different
formulation on which to quantify the effect of gravity. In
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this setting, torsion is measured through the torsion tensor which is represented as an antisymmetric operation
[70]
T σµν := 2Γσ[µν] ,

(12)

which also serves as the field strength of gravitation
(square brackets represent the anti-symmetric operator
A[µν] = 21 (Aµν − Aνµ )). The torsion tensor transforms
covariantly under both diffeomorphisms and LLTs, and
observes the anti-symmetry T σµν = −T σνµ .
The torsion tensor, analogous to the Riemann tensor,
is a measure of torsion for a gravitational field. However,
other important and useful quantities exist in TG. The
contorsion tensor is one such quantity measure; this is
determined as the difference between the Levi-Civita and
Weitzenböck connections [26, 71]
K σµν := Γσ µν − Γ̊σ µν =


1
Tµ σν + Tν σµ − T σµν . (13)
2

The contorsion tensor is crucial to relating TG with its
curvature-based analogues. Along a similar vein, the socalled superpotential is another TG tensor of central importance which is defined as [25]
Sa µν :=


1
K µνa − haν T αµα + haµ T ανα .
2

(14)

The superpotential may play a critical role in reformulating TG as a gauge current for a gravitational energymomentum tensor [72, 73]. Also, the superpotential observes the anti-symmetry Sa µν = −Sa νµ .
Contracting the torsion and the superpotetial tensors
produces the torsion scalar through [27]
T := Sa µν T aµν ,

(15)

which is determined solely by the Weitzenböck connection, in the same way that the Ricci scalar is determined
by the Levi-Civita connection. Interestingly, it coincidentally turns out that the Ricci and torsion scalars are
equal up to a total divergence term [48, 55]

2
R = R̊ + T − ∂µ eT σσ µ = 0 ,
e

(16)

where R is the Ricci scalar as calculated with the
Weitzenböck connection which naturally vanishes. Thus,
it follows that

2
R̊ = −T + ∂µ eT σσ µ := −T + B ,
e

(17)

where R̊ is the Ricci scalar as determined using the LeviCivita connection, and
 e is
√the determinant of the tetrad
field, e = det eaµ = −g. Here, B embodies the
boundary term. This equivalency alone guarantees that
the variation of the torsion and Ricci scalars produce
the same dynamical equations. Also, this means that
the second- and fourth-order contributions to the Ricci
scalar can be decoupled from each other in TG, which

may have important consequences for producing a more
natural generalization of f (R) gravity [2, 20, 21].
Another natural consequence of this equivalency is that
the TEGR action can be defined directly as [70]
Z
Z
1
STEGR = − 2 d4 x eT + d4 x eLm ,
(18)
2κ
where κ2 = 8πG, and Lm represents the Lagrangian for
matter. Despite being described through the tetrad and
spin connection, TEGR will produce identical dynamical
equations as GR, namely
G̊µν ≡ e−1 eaµ gνρ ∂σ (eSa ρσ ) − Sb σν T bσµ
1
+ T gµν − eaµ ω baσ Sbν σ = κ2 Ψµν ,
4

(19)

where Ψµν is the energy-momentum tensor [1] given by
Ψaµ := δLm /δeaµ , and G̊µν is the Einstein tensor calculated with the Levi-Civita connection. Also, it is important to point out that while the Weitzenböck connection
is used in th gravity sector, the Levi-Civita connection
continues to feature in the coupling prescription of matter [25, 27].
Taking the same path of modification as in f (R̊) gravity, the TEGR Lagrangian can be generalized to f (T )
gravity [35–39], namely Lf (T ) = ef (T ). By taking a
variation with the tetrad, this results in field equations

1
e−1 ∂ν eeaρ Sρ µν fT − eaλ T ρνλ Sρ νµ fT + eaµ f (T )
4
+ eaρ Sρ µν fT T ∂ν (T )
+ ebλ ω baν Sλ νµ fT = κ2 eaρ Ψρµ ,

(20)

which can be contracted with the tetrad or metric tensor
depending on whether the index in question is a tangent
space or general manifold label. These field equations
are generically second-order in nature [26], as well as a
number of other similarities to GR such as their associated gravitational waves exhibiting identical polarizations [52, 74]. However, to incorporate a framework on
which to compare results with their f (R̊) gravity analog, we must consider f (T, B) gravity [48–53, 53, 54, 75]
in which the decoupled second- and fourth-order contributions appear in the torsion scalar and boundary term
respectively. In these cases, the limit to f (R̊) gravity occurs for the consideration f (T, B) = f (−T + B) = f (R̊)
gravity. Another interesting avenue on which to construct modified teleparallel theories of gravity is to consider nonminimal couplings with matter [55–62]. Given
the organically lower-order nature of the torsion scalar
means that such modification to gravity may produce
novel observational consequences.
In what follows, we choose frames where the spin connection is allowed to vanish. Since a frame always exists
where this is possible, we do not overly limit the applicability of this work. Also, we take units where κ2 = 1.
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We now focus on the f (T ) field equations written in
Eq.(20) which can be written using only general manifold
indices to give

e−1 gµσ eaν ∂γ eeaρ Sρ σγ fT − T ργν Sρ γσ gσµ fT
1
(21)
+ gµν f (T ) + gσµ Sν σγ fT T ∂γ T = Ψµν ,
4
which follows by raising the inertial index with an inverse
tetrad. This gives a trace equation

e−1 eaσ ∂γ eeaρ Sρ σγ fT − T fT + f (T )
+ Sσ σγ fT T ∂γ T = Ψ .

(22)

Using the TEGR field equations in Eq.(19), we can also
write these field equations down using the standard Einstein tensor as
1
G̊µν fT + gµν (f (T ) − T fT ) + gσµ Sν σγ fT T ∂γ T = Ψµν ,
4
(23)
which has an interesting trace equation


f (T ) − R̊ + T fT + Sσ σγ fT T ∂γ T = Ψ ,

(24)

where the term in parenthesis turns out to be R̊ + T = B
using Eq.(17).
Given the Einstein tensor definition, namely G̊µν :=
R̊µν − 21 gµν R̊, the Ricci tensor dependency on the f (T )
Lagrangian can be expressed as
1
gµν (−T + B)
2 "
1
1
Ψµν − gµν (f (T ) − T fT )
+
fT
4
#

R̊µν =

− gσµ Sν σγ fT T ∂γ T ,

(25)

which can now be used with the Raychaudhuri equations
in Eq.(6) to determine the effect of f (T ) gravity on the
congruence of null geodesics.
IV.

A COLLAPSING SPHERICAL STAR IN
f (T ) GRAVITY

We consider a spatially homogeneous collapsing stellar
distribution whose interior is described by the metric


(26)
ds2 = dt2 − a(t)2 dx2 + dy 2 + dz 2 ,

where a(t) is the physical radius of the collapsing system.
The tetrad choice eaµ = diag(1, a(t), a(t), a(t)) is compatible with a vanishing spin connection [68]. On the other
hand, we take the energy-momentum contribution to be
that of a perfect fluid described by

Ψµν = (ρ + p)uµ uν − p gµν with uµ = (1, 0, 0, 0) , (27)

where kµ = (1, a, 0, 0) for the null vector field in Eq.(6),
p is the fluid pressure and ρ its energy density. Thus, the
Raychaudhuri equation can be written as
dθ
θ2
1
(ρ + 3p + f − T fT − 72H 2 ḢfT T ) , (28)
=− −
dτ
3 2fT
which describes the congruence of neighbouring particle
geodesics, and where H = ȧ/a, and dots refer to derivatives with respect to time, t. The field equations can then
be written as
f
,
2
(ρ + p) = 24H 2 ḢfT T − 2ḢfT .
ρ = 6H 2 fT +

(29)
(30)

Using Eqs. (29) in Eq. (28), and putting θ = 3 ȧa , we
write
3(ρ + p)
dθ
= 3Ḣ = −
.
dτ
2(2T fT T + fT )

(31)

Eq.
(31) governs the evolution of the time-like
congruence, depending on the positivity or negativity
dθ
dθ
of dτ
. A negative dτ
indicates a throughout collapsing
system until θ reaches −∞, indicating a zero proper
dθ
volume singularity. However, if dτ
changes signature to
positive over the course of it’s evolution then a collapse
of the congruence is halted and the geodesics start to
move away from each other. Therefore, the formation
of a zero proper volume singularity may be avoided.
The onus of avoiding a singularity therefore lies on the
behavior of the RHS of Eq. (31).
If we assume that both the energy density ρ and the
isotropic pressure p are positive in nature, the evolution
of the congruence and the predictibility of the collapse
depends entirely on the nature of (2T fT T + fT ), i.e., explicitly dependent on the choice of f (T ) one makes. If
(2T fT T + fT ) > 0, the congruence is collapsing and if
(2T fT T + fT ) < 0, the congruence is expanding. Therefore the predictibility of a collapsing stellar distribution
in f (T ) theories depends on the choice of f (T ) as a congruence of time-like geodesics would suggest. Using the
definition of the torsion scalar in Eq.(15), it follows that
T = −6H 2 , throughout which one can write the RHS
of Eq. (31) in terms of f = f (H) which simplifies this
equation into
dθ
18(ρ + p)
.
= 3Ḣ =
dτ
fHH

(32)

Thus, the evolution of the congruence depends on the
nature of fHH . If fH is a decreasing function of H,
the geodesics are imploding towards one another until
a singularity is formed. If during the evolution, fH
becomes an increasing function of H, the collapse halts
and the geodesics start to move apart from each other.
Positivity of both the energy density and pressure implies that (ρ + p) > 0, which is the usual Null Energy
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Condition (NEC) in the context of GR. In the context of
an f (T ) theory the NEC can be written from Eq. (6) as
◦

Rµν k µ k ν ≥ 0 .

(33)

The NEC is a general result of Riemann manifolds rather
than GR which is why it continues to be expressed in
terms of th standard gravity Ricci tensor. It is for this
reason that it retains its dependence on the Levi-Civita
connection rather than the Weitzenöck connection. This
form of the NEC statement is essentially a coordinateinvariant way for an unfixed geometrical theory of gravitation. For a general f (T ) gravity this can be written
as
1
(ρ + p − 24H 2 ḢfT T ) ≥ 0 ,
fT

(34)

where the positivity of both the energy density and
pressure helps one to ensure that the NEC is also
satisfied throughout the evolution. In the following
works, we plot the LHS of the NEC in a simple example
to discuss the evolution of the matter distribution for a
simple collapsing exact solution. It is quite natural in
a study of gravitational collapse to plot the NEC as a
function of time as was first done in the vintage paper
of Kolassis, Santos and Tsoubelis [76]. The idea is to
write the LHS of NEC as a function of time for different
collapsing shells labelled by different values of radial
distance r. In case of a spatially homogeneous meric as
in our case, this makes the LHS of NEC a function of
time (See also [77]).
Since we are completely avoiding the rigorous avenue
of finding an exact solution, more analysis relies heavily on the amount of information that can be extracted
from the Raychaudhuri Eq. (31). There are a few different ways of analysing further, for instance, one can
dθ
choose a certain behavior of dτ
and solve the resulting
equation. As the simplest possible example, let us assume that (2T fT T + fT ) = δ, where δ is a constant. This
can be solved straightaway to write
f (T ) = δT + 2C1 T 1/2 + C2 .

(35)

Thus, depending on a positive or a negative δ, a time-like
congruence under the scope of an f (T ) theory (Eq. (35))
avoids a formation of zero proper volume singularity or
not.
The second method is to choose a particular viable
f (T ) model from literature, and explore what constraints
te Raychaudhuri equation enforces upon the model parameters. To this end, we choose two popular models of
f (T ) gravity. For a power law f (T ) theory [37, 41]
n

f (T ) = T + α(−T ) .

(36)

From Eqs. (31) and (36), we find the relation governing collapsing or expanding nature of the geodesic con-

gruence. An initially collapsing congruence remains collapsing if
1 − [2αn(n − 1) + αn](−T )n−1 > 0 ,

(37)

and it changes nature from collapsing to expanding if
1 − [2αn(n − 1) + αn](−T )n−1 < 0 .

(38)

Similarly, for an exponential f (T ) model, given by [38]
#
"
q
f (T ) = T + αT0 1 − e

−p

T
T0

,

(39)

we find the relation governing collapsing or expanding
nature of the geodesic congruence using Eq. (31). If
1−

αp2 −p
e
2

q

T
T0

> 0,

(40)

the congruence is collapsing towards a formation of singularity. If during the course of it’s evolution, the LHS
of the above equation changes signature and satisfies
1−

αp2 −p
e
2

q

T
T0

< 0,

(41)

the congruence becomes expandng, completely avoiding
any formation of zero proper volume.
To elaborate a little more rigorously, we also try to
explore from a different point of view and propose that
an initially collapsing congruence can be described by a
spatially homogeneous metric with a scale factor
a(t) = δ1 eαf (t) + δ2 e−αf (t) .

(42)

The form in Eq. (42) defines a kind of parametrization
and we argue that this form can give a general evolution
of all the possible outcomes of an initially collapsing stellar distribution for different form of the function f (t) and
for different values of the parameters δ1 , δ2 and α. f (t)
is a continuous and differentiable function of time, which
can be exactly determined by writing an exact solution,
if possible, from the modified field equations. However,
finding an exact solution of the field equations may be
extremely non-trivial and not part of the purpose of this
work. We mean to comment on the restrictions one must
impose on the function f (t) and the parameters such that
different time evolution paths are described. Using Eq.
(42) in Eq. (31) we can write
!1/2
#
"
4δ1 δ2 α2 f˙2
4δ1 δ2
dθ
¨
.
+
= 3 αf 1 −
dτ
a2
a2

(43)

Any chance of a bounce of the initially collapsing star
depends on the existence of zero-s of the RHS of Eq.
(43). There may be one or more of such zeros where
the evolution changes nature to expanding from collapsing and vice-versa. Depending on the number of zeros,
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6
5
4
a(t)

an initially collapsing star can continue to collapse, it
can bounce after a finite time, or it can suffer a multiple
of collapse-and-bounce segments and eventually become
oscillatory in nature (See Fig. 1 for graphical represendθ
= 0 in
tations for different choices of f (t)). Putting dτ
Eq. (43) therefore yields a ‘critical condition’ written as

3
2

f¨ = −f˙2

4αδ1 δ2
.
2
(a − 4δ1 δ2 )1/2

(44)

1
0

We can summarize the possible outcomes of the collapse from the critical condition Eq. (44) as follows

0
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2. Since f˙ and f¨ are real functions of time, the RHS
of Eq. (44) must also be real. If any one of δ1 or δ2
is negative, (a2 − 4δ1 δ2 )1/2 is always real and a(t)
can evolve on to a zero proper volume, forming a
zero proper volume singularity.
3. However, if δ1 and δ2 are both positive, RHS of
Eq. (44) is real if and only if (a2 − 4δ1 δ2 ) > 0.
This predicts a different outcome of the collapse
and notes it’s sensitivity on the choice of initial
parameters. In such a case, the minimum allowed
1/2 1/2
value of a(t) is acritical = 2δ1 δ2 . Beyond this
critical radius no more shrinking of the congruence
is allowed and a bounce/dispersal must take place.
Thus, the effective modification of GR due to the
non-conservation of energy-momentum distribution
opens up more possibilities regarding the end-state
of gravitational collapse as compared to standard
GR.
As an example, we present a particular exact solution
of the field equations in Eq. (29) for f (T ) = T + α(−T )2 .
This is a special case of a more general theory given by
f (T ) = T + α(−T )n . For a perfect fluid given by p = ωρ
describing the collapsing fluid distribution, manipulating
the field equations we write


Ḣ 48αH 2 − 2 + 24αH 2 − 6(1 + ω)H 2 1 − 12αH 2
+3H 2 (1 + ω) − 18(1 + ω)αH 4 = 0 .

(45)

During the final phases of the collapse, ȧ → ∞ and a →
0, therefore H >> α1 . In this limit the above equation
can be written as
3
1
Ḣ = − (1 + ω)H 2 +
(1 + ω) .
4
24α

(46)

A first integral of the above equation can be calculated
as

1
(1 + ω)a2 2
−m
ȧ = − a0 a
+
.
24α(m + 2)

(47)

15
a(t)

4αδ1 δ2
1. The value of f¨ crossing the limit of −f˙2 (a2 −4δ
1/2
1 δ2 )
is a signature of change from collapse to a probable
expansion/dispersal or vice versa for a collapsing
star parametrized by Eq. (42).
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FIG. 1: Evolution of the radius of two-sphere as given in Eq.
(48) : (i) Top curve α = 0.01, C = 1 and a0 = 100 ; (ii)
Bottom curve α = 0.01, C = 1 and a0 = −100.

a0 is a parameter related to the initial value of ȧ and
m = 23 (1 + ω) − 2. As a simple example we solve the first
integral equation for ω = 1, which implies m = 1. For
this we write the evolution of the radius of two-sphere as
6C−t
√
i 32
t
e 6 α h √3Cα
√
− 36a0 αe 2 α
.
a(t) = 2/3 e
2

(48)

In Fig. 1 we plot the evolution as a function of time.
The graph on top of the figure shows a plot for a0 > 0.
It is clear to note that the collapsing fluid reaches a zero
proper volume at a finite future. The time of formation of
this zero proper volume singularity may vary depending
on the choice of the functional form of the theory, i.e., α,
however, the qualitatiove behavior remains the same. In
the graph below, the evolution is shown for a0 < 0. It
is clear that there is no formation of zero proper volume
singularity in this case, as the collapsing fluid bounces
indefinitely after reaching a minimum cutoff volume. The
parameter a0 is a critical parameter of the system whose
signature determines the fate of the collapsing system.
Using the equation for the NEC, as in Eq. (34), we check
if the collaping fluid satisfies the NEC. This essentially
ensures a positive energy density and that the speed of
energy flow of matter is less than the speed of light.
In Fig. 2, we plot the NEC as a function of time, using
the exact solution in Eq. (48), for two different initial
conditions leading to collapse (top graph) and bounce

8
0.25

inspires an analogy of scalar-geometry interaction in
strong gravity limit. Although in the nonminimal case
one could use a generalized function of the torsion scalar,
we keep the standard T for simplicity. We also note that
the action in Eq. (49) with the torsion formulation of
GR is similar to the standard non-minimal quintessence
models of cosmology where the scalar field couples to
the Ricci scalar.

0.20

NEC

0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
0.0

0.5
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1.5

Variation of action in Eq. (49) with respect to the
tetrad fields yields the equation of motion



1 ν
2
ρ
−1
µν
λ ρ
νµ
2
e ∂µ (eeA Sρ ) − eA T µλ Sρ − eA T
+ 2ξφ
κ2
4


1
− eνA ∂µ φ∂ µ φ − V (φ) + eµA ∂ ν φ∂µ φ
2
+ 4ξeρA Sρ µν φ (∂µ φ) = eρA Ψρ ν .
(50)

2.0

t

0.0

NEC

-0.2

-0.4

-0.6

We now impose the spatially homogeneous geometry of
the form (26) and write the field equations as

-0.8
0

2

4

6

8
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κ2 
ρφ + ρm ,
3

κ2 
ρφ + p φ + ρm + p m ,
Ḣ = −
2

H2 =

t

FIG. 2: Evolution of the NEC as given in Eq. (34) : (i) Top
curve shows the evolution for collapse, i.e., α = 0.01, C = 1
and a0 = 100 ; (ii) Bottom curve shows the evolution for
bounce, i.e., α = 0.01, C = 1 and a0 = −100.

(bottom graph). While the NEC is perfectly satisfied for
a collapse to zero proper volume singularity, usually an
indefinite bounce is associated with a violation of NEC.
Eventually the bounce leads to a complete dispersal of all
the matter distribution inside, as shown in the bottom
graph, when ρ + p ∼ 0. This collapse and dispersal is
extremely suggestive of a critical behavior in the system.
V.

NON-MINIMAL TELEPARALLEL GRAVITY

In this section we take a modified teleparallel action
where we introduce a nonminimal coupling with a scalar
field as follows
"
#
Z

T
1
4
µ
2
S = d xe
+
∂µ φ∂ φ + ξT φ − V (φ) + Lm .
2κ2
2
(49)

Minimally coupled scalar fields are also popular in the
context of TG and such models have been studied quite
extensively in the context of cosmic acceleration and
reconstruction [31, 55, 78–83]. However, it is already established that a minimally coupled scalar field endowed
with an interaction potential essentially serves as a fluid
distribution, and will therefore do no significant change
in outcome as far as the Raychaudhury equation is
concerned. A non-minimal coupling on the other hand,

(51)
(52)

where the scalar field energy density and pressure is given
by
1 2
φ̇ + V (φ) − 3ξH 2 φ2 ,
(53)
2


1
pφ = φ̇2 − V (φ) + 4ξHφφ̇ + ξ 3H 2 + 2Ḣ φ2 . (54)
2

ρφ =

Using Eqs. (53) and (54) in Eq. (28), putting θ = 3 ȧa ,
we write the modified Raychaudhuri equation as
dθ
3(ρm + pm + φ̇2 + 4ξH φ̇φ)
= 3Ḣ = −
.
dτ
2(1 + ξφ2 )

(55)

Eq. (55) governs the evolution of the time-like congrudθ
dθ
ence, depending on the signature of dτ
. A negative dτ
indicates a collapsing system until θ reaches −∞, where
dθ
a zero proper volume singularity forms. However, if dτ
changes signature and becomes positive over the course
of it’s evolution then the collapse of the congruence
halts and the geodesics start to move away from each
other. Similar to the last section, the onus of avoiding a
singularity therefore lies on the behavior of the RHS of
Eq. (55).
If we assume that both the energy density ρ and the
isotropic pressure p are positive in nature, the nature
of the evolution and the predictability depends on the
nature of ξ and φ̇. Moreover, φ̇2 is always positive. If
the scalar field increases as a function of time, φ̇ > 0 as
well. Thus, depending on the signature of ξ the congruence behaves accordingly, for instance if ξ < 0 such that

9
2(1 + ξφ2 ) < 0 but 3(ρm + pm + φ̇2 + 4ξH φ̇φ) > 0, somedθ
where during the collapse, Ḣ = dτ
> 0, which means a
formation of singularity is avoided. Otherwise there is a
formation of zero proper volume singularity.
For a general coupling function ξ0 ξ(φ) replacing the
non-minimal coupling ξφ2 in the action, one may generalize the Raychaudhuri equation to write the condition
in Eq. (55) as

1.5

a(t)

1.0

0.5

0.0

2

dξ
)
2ξ0 H φ̇ dφ

3(ρm + pm + φ̇ +
dθ
=−
dτ
2(1 + ξ0 ξ(φ))

0.0

.

(56)

dV
= 0.
dφ

1.0

a(t)

1.5

(58)

Rt

Φ (T ) = Cφ (t) f3n+3 (t) e n+3 f1 (x)dx ,
(60)
Z t 2
Rξ
1−n
1−n
f3n+3 (ξ) e( n+3 ) f1 (x)dx dξ ,
T (φ, t) = C 2

1.2
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

t

FIG. 3: Evolution of the radius of two-sphere as given in Eq.
(66) : (i) Top curve m = 1, C = 1 and a0 = 1 ; (ii) Bottom
curve m = 1, C = 1 and a0 = −1.

of modified theories of gravity.
We assume the potential to be a sum of quadratic and
quartic terms of the scalar field, written as
V (φ) =

1 2 2 αm2 4
φ ,
m φ −
2
24f 2

(62)

which is extremely suggestive of a Higgs Potential or an
axion dark matter Potential. Using the exact form of the
potential, the scalar evolution equation takes the form of

αm2 3
φ̈ + 3H φ̇ + 6ξH 2 + m2 φ −
φ = 0.
6f 2

(63)

A quick comparison reveals the coefficients to be writ
2
ten as f1 = 3 ȧa , f2 = 6ξH 2 + m2 , αm
6f 2 and n = 3.
Using this, the integrability criterion produces the evolution equation for the radius of the two sphere as

(61)

where C is a constant. Using this property, we solve
the scalar field evolution equation assuming it’s integrability at the outset. However, this assumption by no
means produces unphysical solutions. The scope of this
approach has been discussed at length quite recently,
in the context of simple scalar field collapse, scalarGauss-bonnet gravity and cosmological reconstruction

1.4
1.3

The point transformations are written as
2

0.8

1.6

(57)

f1 , f2 and f3 are unknown functions of some variable, of
t at this point, n is a constant. A transformation of this
equation into an integrable form requires a pair of point
transformations and the condition n ∈
/ {−3, −1, 0, 1} to
be satisfied. Moreover, the coefficients must satisfy the
condition
2

1 d2 f3
1
(n + 4)
1 df3
−
2
(n + 3) f3 (t) dt2
(n + 3) f3 (t) dt


(n − 1)
1 df3
2
df1
+
2 f (t) dt f1 (t) + (n + 3) dt
3
(n + 3)
2 (n + 1) 2
(59)
+
2 f1 (t) = f2 (t) .
(n + 3)

1

0.6

1.7

We solve Eq. (57) by using a theorem on the invertability of these equations [84]. The property involves point
transforming the equations into an integrable form and
is derived from the symmetry analysis of a general classical anharmonic oscillator equation system. The general
equation is written as
φ̈ + f1 (t)φ̇ + f2 (t)φ + f3 (t)φn = 0 .

0.4
t

As an example we present a particular exact solution
of the system given by the field equations in Eqs. (51),
(52) and the scalar field evolution equation given by
φ̈ + 3H φ̇ + 6ξH 2 φ +

0.2

ä
ȧ2
+ (1 − 6ξ) 2 − m2 = 0 .
a
a

(64)

The first integral of the above equation can be written
as
1

m2 a 2 2
2(6ξ−1)
ȧ = − a0 a
+
.
2 − 6ξ

(65)
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As a simple example, we solve the above equation for
1
. This produces the solution for the radius of the
ξ = 12
two sphere as
a(t) =

e−

√

√
2m( 3t+3C)
3

(2m)4/3

h √
i 32
√
e3 2mC − 6a0 m2 e 6mt . (66)

In Fig. 3, we plot the evolution as a function of time.
The graph on top of the figure shows a plot for a0 > 0.
It is clear to note that the collapsing fluid reaches a
zero proper volume at a finite future. The time of
formation of this zero proper volume singularity may
vary depending on the choice of the functional form of
the theory, i.e., α, however, the qualitatiove behavior
remains the same. In the graph below, the evolution is
shown for a0 < 0. It is clear that there is no formation
of zero proper volume singularity in this case, as the
collapsing fluid bounces indefinitely after reaching a
minimum cutoff volume. The parameter a0 is a critical
parameter of the system whose signature determines the
fate of the collapsing system.
We study numerically the evolution of the scalar field
of the scalar non-minimal coupling using the Klein Gordon equation as in Eq. (63). The evolution of the scalar
field with respect to time is given in Fig. 4. It is evident
from the figure that, when the sphere collapses onto a

2

3

4

5

t

t

FIG. 4: Evolution of the scalar field from Eq. (63) : (i)
Top curve shows the evolution of the scalar for collapse, i.e.,
m = 1, C = 1 and a0 = 1 ; (ii) Bottom curve shows the
evolution of the scalar for bounce, i.e., m = 1, C = 1 and
a0 = −1.

1

FIG. 5: Evolution of the NEC as given in Eq. (34) : (i) Top
curve shows the evolution for collapse, i.e., m = 1, C = 1 and
a0 = 1 ; (ii) Bottom curve shows the evolution for bounce,
i.e., m = 1, C = 1 and a0 = −1.

zero proper volume, the scalar field diverges around the
time of formation of singularity as well. However, from
the bottom graph we note that, the collapse and bounce
of the sphere is associated with a dispersal of the scalar
field to zero value. It may involve radiating or exploding away the strength of scalar field during the indefinite
bounce. Using the equation for the NEC, as in Eq. (34),
we also check if the collaping fluid satisfies the NEC. This
essentially ensures a positive energy density and that the
speed of energy flow of matter is less than the speed of
light.
In Fig. 5, we plot the NEC as a function of time, using
the exact solution in Eq. (66), for two different initial
conditions leading to collapse (top graph) and bounce
(bottom graph). While the NEC is perfectly satisfied for
a collapse to zero proper volume singularity, usually an
indefinite bounce is associated with a violation of NEC.
Eventually the bounce leads to a complete dispersal of all
the matter distribution inside, as shown in the bottom
graph, when ρ + p ∼ 0. This collapse and dispersal is
extremely suggestive of a critical behavior in the system.

VI.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this work explore TG within the context of stellar collapse through the Raychaudhuri equation and the
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NEC. TG explores the possibility of replacing the LeviCivita connection with its Weitzenböck analogue. This
has the effect of producing a generically lower-order
framework of gravity in which the metric is exchanged
with the tetrad in terms of the fundamental dynamical object of the theory. We use the relations between
TG and standard gravity to relate the components of
the Ricci tensor with their theory-dependent teleparallel
analogues through Eq.(25). The effect of this is that the
Raychaudhuri equation in Eq.(5) can be used to determine the congruence of neighbouring particle geodesics.
The Raychaudhuri equation is a general result for Riemann manifolds which is why we can use it in this context. We then use the NEC to determine which of these
solutions indeed produces collapsing models.
The scenario of a spatially homogeneous collapsing
stellar interior is investigated in §. IV within the f (T )
gravity extension to TEGR. Here, we assume the same
rational as the widely popular f (R̊) gravity framework.
By probing this scenario of TG with a perfect fluid, we
find the condition for stellar collapse, both in terms of
the strightforward torsion scalar but also as a function
of H(t). Then by using the NEC, we determine trial solutions that satisfy this condition. As we show in this

section, these models are consistent with a number of
literature proposals, and moreover are instrumental in
determining general conditions for collapse within f (T )
gravity.
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